
SKY ENGINE expands product line-up with an AI computer vision analytics 
system, and receives order from Swedish trucks manufacturer SCANIA AB

Sky Engine has received a purchase order for the development of Artificial Intelligence Computer Vision analytics 
system, based on its first on the market self-learning AI platform, from a major trucks and vehicles manufacturer  
SCANIA AB from Sweden. Sky Engine provides a high-quality AI models training in virtual reality and has ground-breaking 
features like multi-spectral imaging (MSI), ultrafast computation speed, 4D adaptive data generation, multi-GPU data 
rendering with domain adaptation tools and gardens of deep learning neural networks.

With this order, Sky Engine will be used as AI analytics system and will support all of the service revenue optimization 
options.

Bartek Włodarczyk, Ph.D., CEO of Sky Engine, says: “We are delighted to see that Sky Engine has once again been selected 
as the AI computer vision solution for a renowned top tier company. Sky Engine AI platform contains a number of state-of-
the-art features that are important tools in the automatic objects recognition, and I’m glad that we can ensure that such a 
system will be used at its full potential to deliver the best possible service to SCANIA.”
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For further information, please contact:
Bartek Włodarczyk, CEO
www.skyengine.ai

            
About Sky Engine
Sky Engine is an advanced data science technology and research company that develops innovative software solutions 
to improve computer vision. The company markets the Sky Engine deep learning platform, which is the next-generation of 
self-learning AI system for image and video analysis applications. The company was founded as a research and scientific 
spin-off in UK.

About Sky Engine Platform
The Sky Engine deep learning and raytracing platform is designed to overcome the complex object recognition challenges 
of modern machine vision. It represents the future of self-learning in artificial intelligence technology, supporting effi-
cient and cost effective workflows. Many image recognition tasks require large amounts of manual data labelling and Sky 
Engine is designed to replace that. Sky Engine efficiently drives self-learning processes and offers advanced features for 
object discrimination, workflow automation and adaptive deep learning. Sky Engine is designed for tomorrow’s require-
ments in advanced analytics and decision support enabling AI business transformation.

About Sky Engine client solutions
Sky Engine creates flexible and innovative AI vision solutions tailored to customer needs and supports a wide range of 
industries, providing systems for a variety of data science needs, ensuring business partners get greater value from exist-
ing equipment.

More information about Sky Engine is available at www.skyengine.ai 
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